
SUPPORT CRITICAL STAFF
(AND YOUR BUSINESS)

DURING GRIEF OR MAJOR LOSS

www.ReCharting.com
Grief Coaching for

Executives & Professionals
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PERSONAL

Grief

G R I E F  
I S  N O T  J U S T  A  

P E R S O N A L
P R O B L E M

Grief is a natural response to

any loss. When executives

grieve, their competitiveness,

drive, and focus challenge their

ability to recover and get ‘back

to normal.’ 

Executives achieve success by

positively channeling their

emotions into passion or

professionalism - in a grieving

situation such control is elusive

or impossible. 

This may mean that your once

star performer is now

struggling to stay on course.
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COMPANY

Impact

I S  
Y O U R  C O M P A N Y
A T  R I S K ?

In the current environment, even

the smallest slip by an executive is

subject to immediate scrutiny and

social media attack from employees

and customers. These attacks are

devoid of context, which is what

makes them so devastating. 

You cannot afford a gradual

recovery from loss for your critical

staff! Moreover, the grieving leader

who once inspired hundreds of

employees may now trend in the

other direction. 

The same communication and

networking skills that empowered

that executive’s success, are now

spreading a sense of disquiet,

cynicism, and even hopelessness

through your organization.



ReCharting brings a unique solution-driven approach to grief recovery.

Based on direct experience of executive grief, as well as work with

clients worldwide, ReCharting (looking forward) starts where therapy

(looking backwards) wasn't enough. 

The ReCharting Recovery solution starts with an examination of the

client’s goals prior to the event. What were they trying to achieve in

their lives? What were those goals based upon? How are those goals

impacted by their loss? We then start to build a new plan with them to

help regain the forward momentum they had before the loss. 

While working on life planning, we add a focus on regaining

control of emotions. At ReCharting we call this the balance of forces.

There are things that move us forward, hold us back, lift us

up, and crush us down - all of these must be addressed and brought

into balance. This is also available as a separate (more focused) service

called the Balance program.
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W H A T ' S  T H E  S O L U T I O N ?



When people talk about grief being a nonlinear process, they're talking

about balance rather than goals. That is fine, but it is a lack of balance

that leads to the risk for your business. Attempts to only focus on

balance are doomed by the executive returning to old goals, finding

them impossible, and as a result losing their balance. The two must be

addressed simultaneously!

Executives are very good at achieving goals, but they often do this by 

revisiting past goals that did not attain the success for which they

hoped. Outside grief, this is called persistence and is a plus for

executive success. Without an examination of those past goals, and

understanding which ones were obliterated by the loss, an executive

will keep going back to now-irrelevant goals.
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H O W  I S  T H I S  D I F F E R E N T
F R O M  G R I E F  C O U N S E L I N G ?



Moving
Forward

Working with clients, either in conjunction with therapy or after therapeutic

intervention, ReCharting enables your executive to regain their balance and

make new goals based on their new reality. 

The benefits for your organization include a return to excellence by your

key executive coupled with a resurgence in morale among their teams.

You also obtain risk reduction by allowing us to work with the client and

face emotional issues head on without HR filtering.

Both ReCharting services (the

abbreviated Balance program and

the full Recovery program) are

available through our website 

based on a fixed-price professional

services purchase through a

corporate credit card. 

www.ReCharting.com/employers

Once you make this move, we do

everything else directly and

confidentially with your executive.
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W H A T ' S  N E X T ?

G E T  S T A R T E D

http://www.recharting.com/employers


Stephen Sopko has 30+ years

experience as a corporate executive

(Oracle, Dell), consultant (HP, IBM,

Marathon Oil), entrepreneur (Palisade

Compliance, Integreon, UnitedLex),

and mentor of staff worldwide. 
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A B O U T  T H E  C O A C H

Grief Coaching for 
Executives & Professionals

Stephen's experience provides substantial credibility and empathy

with both his clients and the organizations they lead. In 2019

Stephen became an iPEC certified professional coach with a focus

on executive leadership as well as grief recovery.

Today, Stephen leads a ReCharted life, married with 3 kids,

serving as Chief Operating Officer of a successful software

management consulting firm with 30 staff across 6 countries.

In 2009 he experienced the loss of his spouse of 21 years while

leading an international division of a major software company with

over 350 staff across 62 countries.


